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The interface allows you to start with the **one-slot search**. Local availability is already displayed in the short list.

**Advanced Search Interface**
The display of the records

Local availability is already displayed in the short list.
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You get a hit list with search results. Maybe you need to edit your search. To restrict the hit quantity, limit and narrow your search by choosing a language, media type and so on.
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You can edit the hits and navigate between data. The context of the original search is preserved at all steps.

Navigate to the detailed view of a selected hit with his bibliographic details.

➢ To final proceed the interlibrary loan order press the button:
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Order Form to submit your query

The order form is filled out automatically with the bibliographic details from your desired record. To complete the order, fill in the fields and consider, some fields are required. To submit the query press the button “Order”.
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Step by step instruction

Step 1

Bibliographic Details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Schultz, Thorsten</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title*</td>
<td>Guantita Marketing für Unternehmen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Untertitel</td>
<td>Des Kompendium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publisher</td>
<td>Verl. Wiss. und Praxis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place of Publication</td>
<td>StenenVita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year of Publication</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9783662075435</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Step 2:** In case you order a journal article or a chapter/ Pages from a book

![Paper Data](image)

Here you can order single articles or pages as copy.

- **Autor**
- **Titel**
- **Seite(n)**

**Step 3:**

![Delivery Conditions](image)

**Step 4:**
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Account Number = your personal Karlshochschule username*

* part of the university mail address before the @/ Example: jdoe@karlshochschule.de

TAN = Transaction number is a one-time-password

Tan request here: bibl@karlshochschule.de

Tools to manage your records

- Send record details via Email
- Export this title to use it in a literature management system like Citavi or Endnote.
- Add to your watch list

Other useful Search Tips
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Search Tools: 📫 Get RSS Feed  💌 Email this Search  ☐️ Free interlibrary-loan form

- Save your search by sending via Email
- Free Interlibrary-loan form for orders after search without records!

If you need more search fields

Advanced Search Tips

Search Fields
When you first visit the Advanced Search page, you are presented with several search fields. In each field, you can type the keywords you want to search for. Search operators are allowed.

Each field is accompanied by a drop-down that lets you specify the type of data (title, author, etc.) you are searching for. You can mix and match search types however you like.

The "Match" setting lets you specify how multiple search fields should be handled.

- ALL Terms - Return only records that match every search field.
- ANY Terms - Return any records that match at least one search field.
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- NO Terms -- Return all records EXCEPT those that match search fields.

The "Add Search Field" button may be used to add additional search fields to the form. You may use as many search fields as you wish.

Search Groups

For certain complex searches, a single set of search fields may not be enough. For example, suppose you want to find books about the history of China or India. If you did an ALL Terms search for China, India, and History, you would only get books about China AND India. If you did an ANY Terms search, you would get books about history that had nothing to do with China or India.

Search Groups provide a way to build searches from multiple groups of search fields. Every time you click the "Add Search Group" button, a new group of fields is added. Once you have multiple search groups, you can remove unwanted groups with the "Remove Search Group" button, and you can specify whether you want to match on ANY or ALL search groups.

In the history of China or India example described above, you could solve the problem using search groups like this:

- In the first search group, enter "India" and "China" and make sure that the "Match" setting is "ANY Terms."
- Add a second search group and enter "history."
- Make sure the match setting next to the Search Groups header is set to "ALL Groups."

Other helpful Search Tips

Wildcard Searches

To perform a single character wildcard search use the ? symbol.

For example, to search for "woman" or "women" you can use the search:

wom?n

To perform a multiple character, 0 or more, wildcard search use the * symbol.
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For example, to search for test, tests or tester, you can use the search:

`test*`

You can also use the wildcard searches in the middle of a term.

`te*t`

Note: You cannot use a * or ? symbol as the first character of a search.

**Fuzzy Searches**

Use the tilde ~ symbol at the end of a **Single** word Term. For example, to search for variant spellings of "Tchaikovsky," use the fuzzy search:

`Tchaikovsky~`

An additional parameter can specify the required similarity. The value is between 0 and 1, with a value closer to 1 only terms with a higher similarity will be matched. For example:

`Tchaikovsky~0.8`

The default that is used if the parameter is not given is 0.5.

**Proximity Searches**

Use the tilde ~ symbol at the end of a **Multiple** word Term. For example, to search for economics and keynes that are within 10 words apart:

`"economics Keynes"~10`

**Range Searches**

To perform a range search you can use the { } characters. For example to search for a term that starts with either A, B, or C:
The Interlibrary Loan Portal Karlshochschule International University

(A TO C)

The same can be done with numeric fields such as the Year:

[2002 TO 2003]

Boosting a Term

To apply more value to a term, you can use the ^ character. For example, you can try the following search:

economics Keynes^5

Which will give more value to the term "Keynes"

Boolean Operators

Boolean operators allow terms to be combined with logic operators. The following operators are allowed: AND, +, OR, NOT and -. Note: Boolean operators must be ALL CAPS

AND

The AND operator is the default conjunction operator. This means that if there is no Boolean operator between two terms, the AND operator is used. The AND operator matches records where both terms exist anywhere in the field of a record.

To search for records that contain "economics" and "Keynes" use the query:

economics Keynes

or

economics AND Keynes
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+  
The "+" or required operator requires that the term after the "+" symbol exist somewhere in the field of a record.

To search for records that must contain "economics" and may contain "Keynes" use the query:

+economics Keynes

OR

The OR operator links two terms and finds a matching record if either of the terms exist in a record.
To search for documents that contain either "economics Keynes" or just "Keynes" use the query:

"economics Keynes" OR Keynes

NOT

The NOT operator excludes records that contain the term after NOT.
To search for documents that contain "economics" but not "Keynes" use the query:

economics NOT Keynes

Note: The NOT operator cannot be used with just one term. For example, the following search will return no results:

NOT economics

-

The - or prohibit operator excludes documents that contain the term after the "-" symbol.
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To search for documents that contain "economics" but not "Keynes" use the query:

economics -Keynes